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Vestas wins 45 MW order in Denmark

Vestas further strengthens its leading position in Denmark with a 45 MW order placed by Hogager Vindpark K/S in Western Jutland, Denmark.

The firm and unconditional order comprises 21 V100-2.0 MW wind turbines, 17 of which will be delivered in power optimised mode to 2.2 MW. The wind park will be placed near Hogager in the municipality of Holstebro in Denmark.

The order for the wind power plant includes supply, installation and commissioning of turbines, along with a 10-year Active Output Management (AOM) 4000 service agreement.

The order comes at a time with low energy prices and uncertainty around the long-term regulatory framework for onshore wind in Denmark. Being firmly rooted in local community ownership, the order also highlights the continued interest for onshore wind despite challenging market conditions.

“Denmark continues to be an important market for Vestas and we are proud to be delivering Denmark’s soon-to-be third largest onshore wind park”, says Klaus Steen Mortensen, President of Vestas Northern Europe, and continues: “The order is evidence of a home market with a strong local interest for onshore wind projects that we hope will be reflected in a long-term supportive framework”.

Delivery of the turbines is expected in the third quarter of 2016 with commissioning in the fourth quarter.

For updated Vestas photographs and videos, please visit our media images page on: https://www.vestas.com/en/media/images

For more information, please contact:
Kresten Ø. Christensen
Director, Marketing & Communications
Vestas Northern Europe
Tel: M +46(0)725125894
Email: kroch@vestas.com

About Vestas

Every single day, Vestas wind turbines deliver clean energy that supports the global fight against climate change. Wind power from Vestas’ more than 56,800 wind turbines currently reduces carbon emissions by over 78 million tons of carbon dioxide every year, while at the same time building energy security and independence. Vestas has delivered wind energy in 75 countries, providing jobs for around 20,500 passionate people at our service and project sites, research facilities, factories and offices all over the world. With 52 percent more megawatts installed than anyone else in the industry and close to 74 GW of cumulative installed capacity worldwide, Vestas is the world leader in wind energy.

We invite you to learn more about Vestas by visiting our website at www.vestas.com and following us on our social media channels:

- www.twitter.com/vestas
- www.linkedin.com/company/vestas
- www.facebook.com/vestas
- www.instagram.com/vestas
- https://plus.google.com/+vestas